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Longbow Flex Stays - Patented LBFS provide increased vertical compliance while seated, due to 

the seat stay's attachment point to the top tube rather than the seat tube. The result is an 

extremely comfortable bike when seated, yet an extremely fast and responsive bike when 

sprinting. LBFS also enables a shorter wheelbase, since simply lengthening the wheelbase to 

increase ride comfort isn't necessary.  

 

 

 

Disc brakes - Equipped with carbon post-mount mechanical 

disc brakes, the 160mm ft, 140mm rear rotor combination 

provides unrivaled stopping performance, regardless of the 

conditions. Not to mention it opens up the possibility for wider 

tires, with fenders among many other benefits. 

Volagi Liscio Dura-Ace Volagi Liscio Ultegra Volagi Liscio Rival 
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Fender mounts - Due to the increased 

clearance provided by the addition of 

discs, the Liscio is equipped with hidden 

full coverage fender mounts. With slight 

modification, full coverage fenders can 

be run with up to 28c tires! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disc brake specific wheels - Very few disc brake specific road wheels existed 

previously, so Volagi created their own. Rims are 

manufactured to Volagi's design. 

1. E7 Ignite XL Wheelset - Sold on Rival build, 32 

spoke, double butted, J-bend design with a 19mm 

deep x 24mm wide, eyeleted rim with brass nipples 

for durability. 1,820 - 1850 grams per set. 

2. E7 Ignite EL Wheelset - Stock on Ultegra and 

DuraAce builds, 24 spoke, triple butted, straight pull design, with a 26mm 

deep x 23mm wide, eyeleted rim with brass nipples for durability. 1,630 - 

1660 grams per set. 
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Tire Clearance - Without rim brakes to prevent larger tires, the Liscio can fit up to 700x30c slicks 

and 700x28c slicks with some fenders. All bikes ship with 700x25c tires. 

Wide Rims - 23-24mm wide rims aren't just for show, wider rims allow the tire to fill out more, 

increasing the tire's stability and contact patch and lessening the chance for pinch flats. 

Internal brake cable routing - Both front and rear brake cables are routed internally protected 

from the elements, through completely jacketed lines which 

means no chance of losing the cable inside the frame. No special 

tools necessary to change the cable - just pull out the old, and slip 

in the new.  

 

Aero Tubing - We all know a lot of energy is wasted to the wind, 

which is why most of the frame tubes on the Liscio have been 

tweaked for the best possible aerodynamics yet maintain optimum 

lateral stiffness. 

Tall Head Tube with Tapered Steerer 

- The Liscio boasts one of the tallest 

head tubes in its class, allowing 

riders to assume them most 

comfortable position for those long 

rides. The 1 1/8th to 1 3/8th tapered 

head tube and steerer ensures the 

most accurate steering precision, 

with the least aero penalty.  

Volagi E7 SYNC saddle - Not your average throw-away stock 

saddle. The SYNC is one of the most comfortable endurance 

saddles on the market.  
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BB30 - All bikes ship with a true BB30 

crankset, in order to take advantage of 

the increased stiffness and performance 

of the larger spindle.  

 

Striking Design - The Liscio turns heads, 

and not just because of disc brakes. The 

organic line of the top tube that flows 

down to the rear dropouts is uniquely 

Volagi.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Available as a complete or Frame Module - 

Choose from Rival ($2895), Ultegra ($3595), 

DuraAce ($4495), or just the Frame Module 

($2,195). Frame Module includes frame, fork, 

headset, seat post, and seatpost clamp. 

 


